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Eckhel17 thiuks that this temple may be alluded to
— if not represented — on some coins of Augustus/74
and that the Apollo Palatinus may be connected with the
Apollo Actius and Diana, especially as there was a priest-
hood of Diana Victrix and Apollo Palatinus, commemo-
rated by an inscription given by Muratori — SACEKDOS
DI ANJB VICTR. ET APOLLINIS PALAT.,— and as the
Apollo Palatinus on the coins of Comraodus175 has exactly
the same dress as the Apollo Actius on the coins of
Augustus.176 M. Cohen177 has given a silver coin from
Vaillant, with the legend APOLLIN., the type being
a hexastyle temple, within which is the statue of Apollo,
It may be remarked that Morell178 has published and
engraved the same coin from Goltzius, which does not
speak much in its favour.
I am unable to ascertain whether Hadrian paid any
special reverence to Apollo, but as he dedicated temples
to all the gods™ Apollo was of course included in the
number. The legend and type of Apollo, with various
epithets, occur on the coins of several of the Emperors.180
The temple of the Palatine Apollo was, according to
Ammianus Marcellinus,181 consumed by fire in the reign
of Julian the Apostate.
And now a few words about the Muses. In early
times three Muses only were worshipped.183 The three
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